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2 Hobie Sailing Collection

HOBIE HISTORy

1950
Hobie Alter shaped 
his first surfboard in 
his parents’ Laguna 
Beach garage.

1958
Hobie teamed up 
with Grubby Clark to 
produce the world’s 
first fiberglass-and-
foam-core boards, 
revolutionizing surfing.

1968
After ample hands-on 
R&D, Hobie introduced a 
lightweight, beachable 
sailing catamaran, the 
Hobie 14.

1966
Recognizing that 
people needed 
better-quality, sport-
specific clothing, 
Hobie started selling 
his now-iconic line 
of sportswear.

1982
Reading the water is 
tricky, but Hobie tamed 
reflected light with its line 
of polarized sunglasses.

1970
Classic. The two-person, 
double-trapeze Hobie 16 
became an international 
sensation, instantly sparking 
the “Hobie Way of Life”.

1977
Seeking all-out speed, 
the Hobie 18 delivered 
serious velocity thrills to 
sailors worldwide. 

1954
Demand for Hobie’s 
boards spiked, so he 
opened his first Surf 
Shop in Dana Point, 
California. 

1962
After witnessing the birth 
of skateboarding, Hobie 
introduced polyurethane 
skateboard wheels—the 
sport’s biggest evolution.

1985
The Hobie 17 redefined 
one-person multihulls, 
rewarding sailors with 
speed, performance 
and power.

1982
The Hobie 33, the 
fastest, sleekest 
monohull in its class.

1987
The Hobie 21 was 
bigger, faster, and 
room for more fun.

1984
The windsurfing scene 
was exploding and 
Hobie contributed 
by distributing Alpha 
Sailboards.

1991
The Hobie 20 
immediately became the 
fastest set of hulls afloat, 
testing sailors’ mettle.

1986
Pursuing new ways 
to play, Hobie intro-
duced its first kayak, 
the Alpha Wave Ski.

1987
Ladies love watersports, 
so Hobie delivered 
fashion-forward, 
functional women’s 
swimwear.

1994
The Hobie Float Cat 
marked the company’s 
first cast into angling.

1994
The Hobie Wave was 
designed and crafted 
as the perfect, simple, 
rotomolded catamaran.

1974
Introduced the 
Hobie Hawk remote 
controlled glider.
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The World is a Waterpark...
and Since 1950 we’ve made  

                   the Best Rides

1996
Hobie expanded into 
new water and snow 
sports, innovating 
bodyboards, 
snowboards, 
wakeboards and 
waterskis.

1997
The Mirage® Kayak 
became the world’s first 
kayak with a dedicated 
MirageDrive well.

1997
Hobie MirageDrive® delivered 
“A New Way to Kayak,” by 
pedaling instead of paddling.

2000
The Hobie Mirage tandem 
introduced two-person, 
Mirage kayaking 
experience, while offering 
an optional sail kit. 2001

The Mirage Outback 
introduced kayak fishing 
in an SUV package.

2001
Formula 18-class killers, the 
Hobie tiger, followed by 
the Wild Cat, gave sailors 
the foils to dominate race-
courses worldwide.

1996
The Hobie Pursuit kayak 
ushered in a new generation 
of rotomolded polyethylene 
touring kayaks. 

2008
Hobie landed a 
massive strike with the 
Mirage Pro Angler, a 
feature-laden, angler-
specific boat.

2008
Hobie Bags, totes, 
backpacks, and 
luggage let you 
travel, Hobie style.

2012
Hobie by Hurley 
Sportswear brought 
function and style to 
a new level.

2012
Hobie Mirage Pro 
Angler 12— a more 
compact Pro Angler 
with revolutionary 
Vantage Seating.

2006
The versatile Mirage 
Adventure Island 
offered the ability to sail, 
pedal, paddle and play.

2005
Stand Up Paddling 
was all the rage and 
Hobie’s SUP’s are the 
best afloat.

2010
The Mirage tandem Island—
the Adventure Island’s big 
brother—delivered serious 
two-person, multi-sport fun.

2000
The Hobie Getaway, 
durable, rotomolded, 
and room for the 
whole family.

2007
The Hobie Mirage i12S was 
the world’s first inflatable 
Mirage Series kayak, offering 
travel-friendly fun.

1995
A design ahead of its 
time, the Hobie triFoiler 
dropped jaws with its 
staggering speed.

2002
The Hobie Bravo was 
easy to learn, fun to ride.
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ROTOMOLDED SERIES
BRAVO

The Bravo is ideal for sailors 

of all skill levels
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Stable and safe for the total novice yet plenty entertaining for a seasoned multi-huller on a storm-tossed day. 

The Hobie Bravo provides the perfect sailing platform. Its bombproof, rotomolded polyethylene hull encourages 

picnic outings to inviting beaches and removes all docking anxieties, irrespective of wind speed. The Bravo’s 

generously cut, square-top mainsail efficiently captures zephyrs while automatically twisting off when puffs 

hit, helping to keep the boat flat. The efficient A-frame mast is easy to step, and the boomless, roller-furling, 

multicolored Dacron mainsail makes reefing easy and allows for consequence-free gybes.

SPECS:
Crew: 1-2

Length: 12' / 3.65 m

Beam: 4' 5" / 1.35 m

Draft w/ Rudder Up: 9" / 0.23 m

Mast Length: 19' / 5.79 m

Sail Area: 86 ft2 / 7.99 m2

Weight: 195 lbs / 88.45 kg

Capacity: 400 lbs / 181 kg

Hull Construction: Rotomolded Polyethylene
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StANDARD FEAtURES:
• Seamless rotomolded polyethylene hull

• Light, stiff, super durable and impact-resistant build

• Fully battened, multi-colored, square-top Dacron mainsail

 (Available in Seabreeze color)

• A-frame mast support eliminates shrouds and makes rigging easy

• Powerful yet manageable sailplan

• Elliptical sailplan twists off in strong puffs or gusts for power control

• Unique angled battens allow for easy reefing and furling/unfurling of sail

• One-pull sail reefing and furling system

• Boomless rig

• Non-conductive Comptip mast

• EZ Loc Rudder System simplifies raising and lowering rudder

• Two molded-in, under-deck carrying handles for easy lifting

• Four carrying handles, fitted on all corners, for easy transporting

• 8" “Twist and Seal” hatch for stowing small gear or lunch

• Six scuppers create a fast-draining cockpit

• Padded hiking straps

• Righting line and “Hobie Bob” mast float to simplify righting

OPtIONS:
Boom, Aluminum trailer, Beach Wheels/Dolly 
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ROTOMOLDED SERIES
WAVE
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Fun for the family and exciting for the juniors while forgiving enough for the newly initiated, the Hobie 

Wave is the ideal must-go-sailing-now catamaran. Its symmetrically shaped hulls and keel design 

provide lift while eliminating the need for daggerboards, and its rotomolded polyethylene construction 

is nearly indestructible. A large, fully battened, boomless mainsail is powerful in the light stuff, but is 

designed to twist off and depower in an unexpected gust. The Hobie Wave is ideal for sailing solo or 

with a friend, while the Wave Club edition can also be used for schools, organizations or resorts.

SPECS:
Crew: 1-4

Racing Crew: 1

Length: 13' / 3.96 m

Beam: 7' / 2.13 m

Draft w/ Rudder Up: 11" / 0.28 m

Mast Length: 20' / 6.09 m

Sail Area: 95 ft2 / 9 m2

Weight: 245 lbs / 111 kg

Capacity: 800 lbs / 362 kg

Hull Construction: Rotomolded Polyethylene
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StANDARD FEAtURES:
• Super durable, impact-resistant rotomolded polyethylene two-shot hulls,

 with positive buoyancy

• Special keel shape eliminates daggerboards for easy beaching

• EZ Loc Rudder System simplifies raising and lowering rudder

• Fully-battened, multi-colored square top Dacron mainsail with 

 safety view window (Available in Seabreeze color)

• Easy-attach, one-piece, colored mesh trampoline with built-in drink holders 

 (Classic Version), 3-piece mesh with lacing and grommets (Club Version)

• Boomless rig

• Comptip mast for safety

• Padded seat cushions for added comfort

• Innovative design for easy transport and storage

• Righting line and “Hobie Bob” mast float for easy righting

OPtIONS:
Patented Multi-Sail Zipper-Reefing Sail, Jib kit, Spinnaker kit, 

Padded backrests, Aluminum trailer, Beach Wheels/Dolly

Join the 
International Hobie 
Class Association

hobieclass.com
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Take the party on the water 
        with the Hobie Getaway

ROTOMOLDED SERIES
GETAWAy
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When the agenda involves sailing with friends and family, the Hobie Getaway is a sure-fire ticket to 

multihull fun. Stir in the boat’s performance-minded symmetrically shaped hulls, its efficient, mainsail-

driven sailplan and its roller-furling jib and you quickly discover a sailing pedigree that leaves “party 

boats” stalled out. With the Getaway, there’s no worry about impromptu raft-ups, beaching or 

docking; its impact-resistant, rotomolded polyethylene hull provides years’ worth of family fun. But most 

impressive is the Getaway’s awesome value—expect great times for a modest price tag. 

SPECS:
Crew: 1-6

Length: 16' 7" / 5.04 m

Beam: 7' 8" / 2.34 m

Draft w/ Rudder Up: 10" / 0.25 m

Mast Length: 25' / 7.62 m

Sail Area: 180 ft2 / 17 m2

Weight: 390 lbs / 177 kg

Capacity: 1000 lbs / 453 kg

Hull Construction: Rotomolded Polyethylene
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StANDARD FEAtURES:
• Super durable, impact-resistant, rotomolded polyethylene hulls

• Special keel shape eliminates daggerboards for easy beaching

• EZ Loc Rudder System simplifies raising and lowering rudder

• Multi-colored mainsail with high-cut foot for easy clearance on 

 tacks and gybes (Available in Seabreeze color)

• Fully-battened, boomless mainsail

• Mesh forward trampoline and main trampoline

• Roller furling jib

• Comptip mast for safety

• Cooler/storage compartment in both hulls

• Righting line and “Hobie Bob” mast float for easy righting

OPtIONS:
Wing seats, Single trapeze system, Aluminum trailer with 

double rollers and a mast stand, Beach Wheels/Dolly 
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ROTOMOLDED SERIES
ADVENTURE ISLAND

the Adventure Island blends timeless   

               design with Hobie innovation
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Kayaks and trimarans provide truly outstanding ways of enjoying the water—the Hobie Mirage 

Adventure Island combines these joys in one easy-to-use package. Detach the crossbars, akas and 

amas and you have an adventure-touring kayak; reattach it all, step the rig and you have a nimble 

trimaran. A roller-furling, vertically battened mainsail provides lift, a daggerboard prevents lateral slip, 

and the amas tuck parallel against the rotomolded polyethylene hull for docking. Multiple hatches 

and on-deck stowage encourage multi-day adventures, and the MirageDrive offers paddle-free 

locomotion when kayaking or when the wind scatters, making it easy to get home.

SPECS:
Crew: 1
Length: 16' / 4.88 m

Beam w/ Amas Out: 9' 4" / 2.84 m

Beam w/ Amas Folded In: 42" / 1.06 m

Mast Length: 15' 2" / 4.62 m

Sail Area: 57.5 ft2 / 5.34 m2

Fitted Hull Weight*: 86.5 lbs / 39.24 kg

Fully Rigged Weight*: 115 lbs / 52.16 kg

Capacity: 350 lbs / 159 kg

Hull Construction: Rotomolded Polyethylene
*Refer to website for complete details

StANDARD FEAtURES:
• Hobie Mirage Adventure kayak hull

• MirageDrive with Turbo Fins

• Two color-coordinated amas

• Deck-mounted, detachable aka crossbars

• Fully-battened, boomless mainsail

• Daggerboard

• Patented roller-reefing sail with full-length vertical battens

• Two-piece mast

• Full-length mast/sail storage bag

• Harken blocks

• All lines and sailing hardware

• Kick-up Island rudder

• Two-piece paddle with fiberglass shaft

• Adjustable high-back padded seat with inflatable lumbar support

• Large covered bow hatch with Bungee® tie-downs

• Two 8" “Twist and Seal” hatches 

• Gear bucket 

• Stern cargo area with Bungee tie-downs A
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OPtIONS:
Plug-in cart, Dodger, Livewell, Aka Trampoline kit, 

Navigation package, Hobie eVolve™ powered by 

Torqeedo electric motor kit, Aluminum trailer (can adapt 

for one or two Islands), Beach Wheels/Dolly

Join the 
Hobie Island Club

hobiecat.com/hobieislandclub
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The puff hits and the Hobie Mirage Tandem Island’s 

leeward ama chisels into the water, its efficient, 

square-topped mainsail immediately translating 

increased wind speed into extra boat speed. The 

Tandem Island’s two-piece carbon-fiber rig minimizes 

weight aloft—thus stiffening the ride—and both 

cockpits are fitted with steerage and sail-handling 

controls, allowing sailors of all abilities to share the 

experience. Best yet, the crossbars, amas, akas and 

rig are easily stripped, converting the Tandem Island’s 

rotomolded polyethylene hull into a highly efficient, 

pedal-or paddle-powered touring kayak with 

enough hatches and on-deck stowage 

for multi-day escapes.

ROTOMOLDED SERIES
TANDEM ISLAND
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SPECS:
Crew: 2

Length: 18' 6" / 5.64 m

Beam w/ Amas Out: 10' / 3.05 m

Beam w/ Amas Folded In: 4' / 1.22 m

Mast Length: 18' / 5.49 m

Sail Area: 90 ft2 / 8.4 m2

Fitted Hull Weight*: 124 lbs / 56.25 kg

Fully Rigged Weight*: 190 lbs / 86.18 kg

Capacity: 600 lbs / 272 kg

Hull Construction: Rotomolded Polyethylene
*Refer to website for complete details
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StANDARD FEAtURES:
• Two MirageDrives with Turbo Fins

• Two-piece carbon-fiber mast

• Roller-furling, boomless mainsail

• Easily retractable/removable, color-coordinated amas

• Deck-mounted aka crossbars

• Built-in, fully retractable, kick-up centerboard

• Kick-up Island rudder

• Fingertip steering control at both cockpits

• Sheets lead to both cockpits

• Two high-back padded seats with inflatable lumbar support 

• Two 2-piece paddles with on-aka storage

• Harken blocks

• All lines and sailing hardware

• Rear cargo compartment with Bungee tie-downs

• Large forward storage hatch

• Three 8" “Twist and Seal” hatches 

• Two molded-in rod holders 

• Four mesh-covered stowage pockets 

• Four cup/bottle holders 

• Four molded carrying handles 

Grab a partner and    
                   enjoy the ride.

OPtIONS:
Plug-in cart, Dodger, Aka Trampoline kit, Navigation 

package, Livewell, Hobie eVolve powered by Torqeedo 

electric motor kit, Aluminum trailer, Beach Wheels/Dolly

Join the 
Hobie Island Club

hobiecat.com/hobieislandclub
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FIBERGLASS SERIES
HOBIE 16

The Hobie 16 
revolutionized   
multihull sailing
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The Hobie 16 was unleashed on the Southern California beach scene in 1970 and sailing was instantly 

transformed. The beach-launched Hobie 16 brought the sport to legions of speed-loving sailors. The 

catamaran’s lightweight, asymmetric fiberglass hulls provide lift and its dual-trapeze rig lets you and your 

crew member harness its sheer power. Now, 42 years and over 100,000 boats later, the Hobie 16 occupies 

a coveted spot in the Sailboat Hall of Fame and consistently delivers big-grin sailing and world-class 

racing. Fly a hull and you’ll understand the global obsession!  

SPECS:
Crew: 1-4

Racing Crew: 2

Length: 16' 7" / 5.04 m

Beam: 7' 11" / 2.41 m

Draft w/ Rudder Up: 10" / 0.25 m

Mast Length: 26' 6" / 8.07 m

Sail Area: 218 ft2 / 20 m2

Weight: 320 lbs / 145 kg

Capacity: 800 lbs / 362 kg

Hull Construction: Fiberglass/Foam Sandwich

StANDARD FEAtURES:
• Asymmetrical hulls eliminate daggerboards, facilitating beaching 

• Kick-up rudder system

• Race-ready, brightly colored Dacron sails 

 (Available in either Seabreeze or Hot Tamale colors)

• Elevated trampoline platform provides a dry ride and allows for 

 easy trapezing

• EPO2 carbon-fiber rudder blades

• Double-trapeze rig

• Harken blocks

• Comptip mast provides safety and heavy air performance

• Black anodized spars

OPtIONS:
Spinnaker and spinnaker-douser kit, Aluminum trailer with 

double rollers and a mast stand, Beach Wheels/Dolly
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Join the 
International Hobie 
Class Association

hobieclass.com
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FIBERGLASS SERIES
WILD CAT

The Wild Cat
is your ticket to
all-out thrills
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Simply put, speed is addictive. Savor some windy-day trapeze 

time and your brain quickly acclimates to quick closing times, 

and rapidly advancing horizons. The Wild Cat—Hobie Cat 

Europe’s no-holds-barred Formula 18-class killer—is designed to 

efficiently feed your adrenaline addiction. Elegant, functional 

touches include wave-piercing bows, an integrated wing-

mast section, high-aspect ratio daggerboards and rudders, 

dual trapezes, a spinnaker launching-and-retrieval system and 

seriously fast fiberglass hulls. Weight the trapeze wires and the 

Wild Cat immediately delivers real-world lessons in “evolving” 

apparent-wind angles. Caveat emptor: face-splitting smiles and 

unadulterated good times included!

SPECS:
Crew: 2 

Racing Crew: 2

Length: 18' / 5.46 m

Beam: 8' 6" / 2.59 m

Draft w/ Rudder up: 7" / 0.18 m

Mast Length: 29' 6" / 8.99 m

Sail Area: 454 ft2 / 42 m2

Weight: 397 lbs / 180 kg

Capacity: 529 lbs / 240 kg

Hull Construction: Fiberglass/Foam Sandwich

StANDARD FEAtURES:
• Fiberglass hulls include EVA anti-skid and one stern inspection port (per hull)

• Carbon-fiber reinforced rudder blades and daggerboards

• Carbon-fiber telescopic tiller extension

• Mesh trampoline

• Square-top Pentex Mylar mainsail

• Fully battened Pentex Mylar jib

• Self-tacking jib system

• Spinnaker

• Sock-style spinnaker snuffer system

• 10:1 Harken blocks (mainsheet system)

• 16:1 cunningham

• Adjustable-rotation mast

• Double trapeze

• Spinlock blocks (cunningham)
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OPtIONAL FEAtURES:
Aluminum trailer with double rollers and a mast stand, 

Hull cradles, Beach Wheels/Dolly

Join the 
International Hobie 
Class Association

hobieclass.com
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HOBIE SAILING ACCESSORIES
See Parts and Accessories Catalog on website for more details.

Hats
#5024XX  – Aussie hats (XX = size - MD or LG)
#5025MF  – Hat microfiber w/ neck flap
#5026BM  – Beanie Men's black
#5026BW  – Beanie Women's white
#5018GM  – Ball Cap Grey Mesh
#5018RM  – Ball Cap Red Mesh
#5018BK  – Ball Cap Black/Red
#5018BL  – Ball Cap Blue/Gold

Sport Shirts
#3857XX - White long sleeve red logo
#3858XX - White short sleeve red logo
#3859XX - White women's V-neck short 
 sleeve blue logo
 (XX = size)

Spray tops
Stay dry with this breathable pullover. Features a 
Neoprene waist, neck and wrist seals.

t-shirts 
Loyalty starts at your dresser drawer. Multiple 
designs and colors available to fit your lifestyle.
5150XX - Black
5151XX - White 
5152XX - Cyan
 (XX = size)

Life Vest
Stay safe with approved PFDs. High-quality 
construction available in several models and 
colors to fit you and your Hobie style!

Gloves
Fight rope burn and gain grip strength. Ideal for 
working sail-control lines on windy days.
Sm/Md/Lg/Xl
#3188XX - Hobie Sailing Gloves  (XX = size)

Deluxe Hobie Sail Bag
Keep your parts and sails safe, clean and well-
protected in this compartmented, expandable 
sailbag.  Fits any size Hobie sail.
#3121 - Deluxe Hobie Sail Bag

trapeze Harness
Enhance your on-the-wire experience with this 
comfortable harness. Available in several styles 
to match your taste.

Rudder Covers
If you care about speed, you care about your 
foils. Keep them knick-free and safe.

trailers
Full line of trailers, from the stripped-down to the 
tricked-out, to solve your transportation needs. 

Hobie Luggage
Popular Hobie luggage items. A backpack, 
rolling duffle and an expandable rolling suitcase 
are just the thing for the Hobie traveler!

Beach Wheels / Dolly
Easily roll to any beach, braving mud, sand or 
rocks. Makes launching easier and more fun.
Check Parts and Accessories catalog for 
various models.



Note:
- All colors, graphics and specifications of all models are subject to change without notice.
- Published boat dimensions are estimated and may deviate slightly due to unavoidable manufacturing variables. 19hobiecat.com

HOBIE SAILING FLEET

Page

Crew

Racing Crew

Length

Beam

Daggerboards

Draft Boards Up

Draft Boards Down

Mast Length

Sail Area

Mail Sail

Jib

Spinnaker Gear

Boat Weight

Capacity

Kick Up Rudders

Single Trapeze

Double Trapeze

Wings

Max Wing Load

Adventure Island

10

1

16' / 4.88 m

9' 4" / 2.84 m

Included

6" / 0.15 m

26" / 0.66 m

15' 2" / 4.62 m

57.5 ft2 / 5.34 m2

Included

115 lbs / 52.16 kg

350 lbs / 159 kg

Included

tandem Island

12

2

18' 6" / 5.64 m

13' 4" / 4.06 m

Included

6" / 0.15 m

26" / 0.66 m

18' / 5.49 m

90 ft2 / 8.4 m2

Included

190 lbs / 86.18 kg

600 lbs / 159 kg

Included

Bravo

4

1-2

12' / 3.65 m

4' 5" / 1.35 m

9" / 0.23 m

19' / 5.79 m

86 ft2 / 7.99 m2

Included

195 lbs / 88.45 kg

400 lbs / 181 kg

Included

Wave

6

1-4

1

13' / 3.96 m

7' / 2.13 m

11" / 0.28 m

20' / 6.09 m

95 ft2 / 9 m2

Included

Option

Option

245 lbs / 111 kg

800 lbs / 362 kg

Included

Option

Backrest Optional

Rotomolded Series Fiberglass Series
Hobie 16

14

1-4

2

16' 7" / 5.04 m

7' 11" / 2.41 m

10" / 0.25 m

26' 6" / 8.07 m

218 ft2 / 20 m2

Included

Included

Option

320 lbs / 145 kg

800 lbs / 362 kg

Included

Included

Wild Cat

16

2

2

18' / 5.46 m

8' 6" / 2.59 m

Included

7" / 0.18 m

4' 2" / 1.27 m

29' 6" / 8.99 m

454 ft2 / 42 m2

Included

Included

Included

397 lbs / 180 kg

529 lbs / 240 kg

Included

Getaway

8

1-6

16' 7" / 5.04 m

7' 8" / 2.34 m

10” / 0.25 m

25' / 7.62 m

180 ft2 / 17 m2

Included

Included

390 lbs / 177 kg

1000 lbs / 453 kg

Included

Option

Option

450 lbs / 204 kg



HOBIE CAt COMPANY
Oceanside, CA

U.S.A.
1-800-HOBIE-49
hobiecat.com

HOBIE CAt AUStRALASIA
Huskisson, New South Wales

Australia
1-800-4-HOBIE

hobiecat.com.au
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